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        Read More  AWM Limited are a leading ISO registered UK manufacturer and supplier of high quality weighing scales, process control and software solutions. Established in 1979, we are based in Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk and are members of the UK Weighing Federation.Read More
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As a business we hold over 3000 individual stock lines.  To enable a far more informative catalogue offering to our customers, we decided we would embark on a programme of gaining the weights and dimensions of each of these products, enabling us to catalogue this information in detail.  We initially embarked on a manual process of tape measure and scales, inputting the results individually in to our systems.  We achieved just 30 products in one week, and realised we had to look for a more efficient solution.



	

I met with AWM on their stand at IWLEX and was introduced to the concept of resolution scanning by the team.  I felt the claims of the machineâ€™s capabilities were likely exaggerated, but would still provide a far more streamlined operation even if the equipment achieved just 50% of its claimed performance.  I left the exhibition with a business card and promised to get in touch.



	

We initially sent a team up to their offices with a cross selection of products to ensure the machine was capable of the task. From this we were able to establish that the level of accuracy and detail required would to pursue the Resolution 7 option. The requirement was not long term for our purpose, so we requested a price for a 3 month rental of the equipment.  They supplied one for my purpose. Incredible customer service.



	

The rental price was very reasonable, and training was included in the price to ensure we got the most from the machine while we had it. The machine exceeded all of our expectations, and the claims made of the machineâ€™s performance turned out to be 100% true. The machine stored all captured information, either by barcode or manually entered SKU and within just 8 weeks, a two man team had captured all of the required information for our entire inventory and uploaded it to our computer system.  A massive cost saving for us, an accurate set of weights and dimensions for our system, and a lesson learned that sometimes, if it is too good to be true, it may just be worth trying to find out for yourself. 

 

 I cannot recommend the company and its equipment highly enough. 



	

                Andy

Fargro

              

                          
                

We are a freight forwarder based at Heathrow. We check the weight and dimensions of all export freight, which has always been a timely manual process. With the Resolution 4 in place, we save valuable time by obtaining this information at the click of a button and have the added bonus of taking photos, which can be shared if required.

We are in the process of linking the Resolution 4 with our in house system to further speed up this process,

The team are always quick at dealing with any questions we may have, and help with further enhancing what we are looking to achieve.



	

                Keith

Woodland Group

              

                          
                

We had a full scale
calibration check carried out by Chris at AWM, and we were very impressed by
the service we received. AWM were quick to answer any questions I had before
the appointment and were great at communicating what we needed to do for the
visit. Chris was very helpful in explaining how the calibration works and he
quickly learnt some of our more complicated scale set-ups in order to perform
the calibration. The service was carried out quickly and professionally and we
were very happy with the results!

                Cherilyn

Cakesmith's

              

                          
                

Over the past 9 months AWM have been fantastic at
supporting us with our trial work, this includes fixing current weigh scales
and also making us new commercial scales. They have provided us with excellent
customer service and technical support, which has enabled us to improve our
research facility. 
			

	
                Jessica

BQP

              

                          
                Many thanks for your assistance in resolving our customer issues today. It is very assuring to have prompt and professional technical support for our customers & ourselves when required.

                Richard

Trade Partner

              

                          
                

We would just like to say thank you for all your assistance
last week. The help and advice from the office was great, we received a prompt
turnaround on same-day delivery and overall the service was fantastic. We
managed to turn the job around and leave the site with everything working as it
should, we would not have managed this without the assistance and advice
received. Many thanks again!

                Sammy

Trade Partner

              

                          
                The axle pads weighing system and the support from AWM provided us with valuable information from which we were able to optimise the trailer design and progress manufacture

                Alan

British Sugar

              

                          
                Catlin has been very happy with the product and services received from AWM limited. The team were flexible and able to meet our requirements to develop a unique programme and interface that was simple and easy for our users. The product was tailored for our own specification meeting all our requirements with delivery of the project on time. I would recommend AWM to anyone looking for a similar weighing solution.

                David

Catlin Holdings, London

              

                          
                We found AWM Ltd while looking for low profile scales to make our processing and moving of mixing vessels easier for our production operatives. Staff were very helpful and informative when dealing with our enquiry, and were even happy to modify the ramp component for us to fit in with other equipment used on site. Scales have been on site and in use for a few days as of writing this review, and only positive comments from the manufacturing operatives. Overall very pleased with the service from AWM Ltd and will definitely consider using again in future for any further needs that may arise.

                Jon P

Leading Adhesives Manufacturer

              

                          
                Thanks very much for all of the assistance and patience you have provided this week, again it has been a pleasure to deal with you. I first thought it was going to be a difficult job but you talked me through all of the settings very patiently, you know your products very well.

                Martin

Trade Partner

              

                          
                AWM Limited's advice, service and support always exceed expectations. Our enquiries are dealt with quickly and efficiently. The level of support we receive, dealing with technical queries for existing or prospective orders, is both professional and comprehensive, ensuring we have exactly what is required by our customers.

                Miles

Trade Partner

              

                          
                We only have positive things to say about AWM Limited. Their scales are well manufactured, sturdy and trustworthy. The company has been extremely helpful and assisted us in most ways possible. James Hobbs is always willing to help, and if he is unavailable he has directed us to someone in the company who can help. One example is when our customer had an issue with his scale, Alex Jeligulasvili spent a couple of days helping us figure out the problem and even remotely controlled our computer to set up the indicator. AWM Limited has been reliable and trustworthy in all aspects of our cooperation.

                Ragnar

Trade Partner

              

                          
                We recently worked with one of our food manufacturing customers to find them a solid weighing solution that they could rely on. We recommended they buy AWM's Valueweigh platforms as we believed this system would provide them with the stability they needed. They bought four platforms which have been installed for about a month now, and they are already bowled over by the products quality and finish, performance and speed. 

                Tom

Trade Partner

              

                          
                

"When my customer wanted to update his ageing Herbert inline weigh labelled, we looked at various machines on the market and their specifications. We didn't need a really fast top-end machine but required a robust and capable machine with ease of programming and good value for money. AWM provided us with a machine that does much more than was required, at a price point that was well below that of its competitors and have provided us with the support needed when required."



	

                Mark

Trade Partner

              

                          
                Thank you very much for the service provided today in installing the waste scale software, particularly your patience in providing clear and concise guidance to my technically challenged skills! Your help has been most appreciated.


                Ronke

Broadgate Estates

              

                          
                I'm very happy with the service I get from AWM, the staff are very helpful and the products are top quality - believe me, we need top quality products here in Iceland.

                Sigurdur

Trade Partner

              

                          
                

"Thank you to all of the AWM team, and James in particular, for all of the help that you provided and the efficient way that things were sorted out."

                Norman

Trade Partner

              

                          
                Many thanks to you and your colleague for your quick response and prompt reply, we wish to cooperate with your esteemed company for all of our future projects.

                Suhair

Mesopotamiaco

              

                          
                We received the platforms yesterday, thank you for your quick delivery. We really appreciate it and would like to congratulate you on the quality of the platforms. The manufacturing and the design are excellent.

                George

Trade Partner

              

                          
                Thank you, the whole system is excellent the operators are well pleased. I have about 38 tags already installed and it monitors these when the wagon comes onto the weighbridge with no problems.

                Richard

Sibelco

              

                          
                We have been using AWM for the past 5 years and we have found them to be very supportive. The products are reliable and we have supplied the equipment to many blue-chip companies. If any problems arise, they have been sorted out professionally and quickly. I wouldn't hesitate in recommending them to other potential customers.

                Andy

Trade Partner

              

                          
                It was a real pleasure speaking to you. Very few people are so helpful on the first encounter, I am deeply indebted to you for all the help you have provided, thank you.

                Anon

Orica Mining Services

              

                          
                I'm with our customer watching the Recipe Scale in operation. They are really pleased - it has all information recorded related to their production. They are delighted and very happy with the system. Again, thanks for all your help!

                Craig

Trade Partner

              

                          
                I have always found yourselves courteous, kind, professional and helpful without exception. Even if the news is not what we want to hear, the interaction is still positive and friendly. Contacting AWM is always a pleasure.

                Andy G.

Trade Partner

              

                          
                I love the way that anyone who picks the phone up at AWM always does their very best to be of help

                John M.

Trade Partner

              

                          
                An excellent team of staff within AWM, with a wealth of industry knowledge available to us resellers.

                Ian P.

Trade Partner

              

                          
                Always great service, nothing to fault.

                Richard M.

Trade Partner

              

                          
                

The shipment arrived really well protected, strapped down and packaged on the pallet. It was the perfect dimensions to fit the existing pit as we only had a couple of mm to play with. The platform was built well and looked great. When we fitted the display the corners were within half a division on all corners! Thank you very much for your help!

                Jim

Trade Partner

              

                          
                

"Just a quick thank you to you and the team for the
vehicle scales. We sent them to the UAE and tested our vehicles and weighed
them all and they were perfect, even our driver from Iraq said they were the
same as he has in his country so must be good.

                Ian M

Cre8 Associates Ltd
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            The Importance of Weighing in Process Control
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              In this article, we explore the importance of weighing in process control and why accuracy and efficiency matter. We will delve into the benefits of implementing advanced weighing systems, such as load cells and digital weighing technology, to enhance productivity, reduce waste, and improve overall process control. More....
 
            

              
		
            Legal for Trade: The Importance of ISO Verification for Weighing Scales in the UK
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              Discover the significance of ISO verification for weighing scales to be "Legal for Trade" in the UK. Learn how AWM Limited's ISO-certified Class III verification ensures accuracy and compliance with trade regulations. Trust us for precision and reliability in all your weighing equipment needs. Contact us now to explore our Class III verification services. More....
 
            

              
		
            The Importance of Scale Calibration: Ensuring Accurate Measurements Every Time
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              Discover the significance of scale calibration in various industries. Learn why accurate measurements are crucial and how regular calibration ensures reliability. Explore the benefits of implementing a calibration routine for improved quality, compliance, and efficiency. More....
 
            

              
		
            Why Accurate Scale Calibration is Crucial for Your Business
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              Discover why accurate scale calibration is essential for your business operations. Ensure inventory accuracy, legal compliance, and customer trust by calibrating your scales regularly. Learn about different types of scales, calibration methods, and the benefits of calibration. Choose a reputable calibration service provider while considering cost considerations. Enhance your business efficiency and avoid costly inaccuracies with proper scale calibration. More....
 
            

              
		
            The Hidden Costs of Incorrect Truck Weighing and How to Avoid Them
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              Discover the hidden costs of incorrect truck weighing and learn how to avoid them in this insightful blog. Understand the safety risks, legal consequences, and damage to infrastructure caused by overloaded trucks. Find out how reputational damage and loss of business can be prevented. Explore tips on preventing incorrect truck weighing through the right weighing system, driver education, and compliance with regulations. Benefit from accurate truck weighing, including improved safety, reduced maintenance costs, and increased efficiency. Start saving time, money, and headaches by prioritising accurate truck weighing in the transportation industry. More....
 
            

              
		
            Choosing the Right Axle Weigh Pads for Your Weighing Needs
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              Discover how to choose the right axle weigh pads for your specific weighing needs. Consider factors such as weight capacity, accuracy, durability, connectivity options, and portability to ensure accurate and efficient vehicle weight measurement. Make an informed decision for effective weight management. More....
 
            

              
		
            The Importance of Industrial Scales in the Manufacturing Process
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              Our latest blog highlights how important Industrial scales are in ensuring precision and accuracy in the measurement of raw materials and final products in manufacturing processes. More....
 
            

              
		
            Maintaining weighing scales in a food factory
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              It's important not just to have the correct weighing scales for your food factory, but also to do what you can to maintain them correctly. More....
 
            

              
		
            Why you should be negative checkweighing
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              What is negative checkweighing and what are the benefits for food manufacturers? Find out here. More....
 
            

              
		
            The importance of weighing for food manufacturers
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              Weighing in the food manufacturing industry is crucial, find out how you can improve your ROI and profits. More....
 
            

              
		
            New 'greener' extra-long lorries from 2022? A good time to review your weighbridge solutions
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              As the Government announces longer and greener lorries, it's the perfect time to review your current weighbridge solutions. More....
 
            

              
		
            New Generation of TX11 and TX12 Weight Transmitters
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              Baykon TX11 and TX12 Weight Transmitters have now been updated to provide triple signal isolation. More....
 
            

              
		
            New Baykon Indicator Comparison Guide
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              Baykon have released a new updated Indicator Comparison Guide that covers all of their weight terminals, transmitters and process controllers! More....
 
            

              
		
            AWM Limited release new Company Profile
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              The new AWM Limited Company Profile is now available on our website. Read all about our company's history, our awesome team and our unique product ranges. Click here for more info! More....
 
            

              
		
            Your Quick Guide to Buying Medical Scales!
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              Buying Medical Scales?...what type of scale should you buy? What scales are legal? What are M stickers and CE marks anyway? ...Confused? Hopefully not by the end of this guide... More....
 
            

              
		
            New â€˜greenerâ€™ extra-long lorries from 2022? A good time to review your weighbridge solutions
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                Subscribe to our mailing list for product updates and offers!
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